
 

America must have a conservative, Christian president 
by Randy Bright http://www.tulsabeacon.com/?p=5831  

Christians and Jews in the United States have seen what is going on over the past three-plus 
years; the indifference to Christian-Judeo beliefs, the hostility toward those of us who hold fast 
to them, and more recently an air of moral superiority by the secular left and especially by the 
Obama administration. Day after day, week after week, since the day he took office, we have 
seen example after example that demonstrates this disturbing and dangerous trend. 

But we have short memories of the offenses. And though the tolerant and forgiving nature of 
America’s Christians and Jews lead us to forget the specific wrongs against us, most of us have 
an understanding that we are not among friends with the secular left. 

But one person has been keeping track. A chronological list by David Barton of Wallbuilders 
entitled, “America’s Most Biblically-Hostile U.S. President” is now available at the Wallbuilders 
website, and it includes the offenses under the categories of “Acts of hostility toward people of 
Biblical Faith,” “Acts of hostility from the Obama-led military toward people of Biblical Faith,” 
“Acts of hostility toward Biblical values” and “Acts of preferentialism for Islam.” 

Barton lists fifty examples demonstrating Obama’s disdain for Christian-Judeo values, and true 
to Barton’s character and integrity, all of them are footnoted with sources. Most of them you will 
remember, such as the famous “bitter clingers” comment, but here are a few that you may have 
forgotten. 

In February 2009 “Obama announces plans to revoke conscience protection for health workers 
who refuse to participate in medical activities that go against their beliefs, and fully implements 
the plan in February 2011.” 

“April 2009 – In a deliberate act of disrespect, Obama nominated three pro-abortion ambassadors 
to the Vatican; of course, the pro-life Vatican rejected them all”. 

“November 2011 – The Air Force Academy pays $80,000 to add a Stonehenge-like worship 
center for pagans, druids, witches and Wiccans.” 

“May 2009 – Obama gave $50 million for the UNFPA, the U.N. population agency that 
promotes abortion and works closely with Chinese population control officials who use forced 
abortions and involuntary sterilizations.” 

“July 2010 – The Obama administration uses federal funds in violation of federal law to get 
Kenya to change its constitution to include abortion.” 

“2010 – While every White House traditionally issues hundreds of official proclamations and 
statements on numerous occasions, this White House avoids traditional Biblical holidays and 



events but regularly recognizes major Muslim holidays, as evidenced by its 2010 statements on 
Ramadan, Eid-ul-Fitr, Hajj, and Eid-ul-Adha.” 

However, one item was not on the list, and that was the Obama attempt to take control of 
American churches in 2010 with the “President’s Advisory Council on Faith-Based and 
Neighborhood Partnerships.” Though the plan appears to be dead for the moment, its intent was 
to solicit churches into the role of distributing welfare benefits. The reasoning given was that 
because there are so many churches already in place in areas where social entitlements are 
needed, they are the ideal platform for distribution. By the way, those churches who might have 
participated would have been prohibited from sharing the Gospel with their clients. After all, 
separation of church and state can’t be allowed when federal funds are involved. 

I urge my readers to read Barton’s document, if for no other reason than to refresh your 
memories of the numerous offensive acts that this president has either perpetrated upon or 
allowed to occur to the detriment of conservatives, Christians and Jews in this country. 

In 2008, when Obama was still a candidate, a young youth pastor enthusiastically told me that he 
was going to vote for Obama. He refused to believe me when I told him that Obama was very 
pro-abortion. I wonder what he thinks now? Can we afford to ignore the evidence about this man 
again? 

Despite Obama’s insistence that he is a Christian, we have in him the most anti-Christian 
president in our country’s history, and he may be the most anti-semitic as well. Even if his first 
term produced only fifty examples of offenses (I would bet that there are more), there is no doubt 
that he will commit many more offenses in a second term when he will feel no restraint. 

America needs a conservative Christian president who will lead us back to our Christian-Judeo 
roots. It is likely the only chance we will get for America to regain its freedoms, its greatness, 
and to achieve prosperity for all Americans. 
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